Panel Analyses Implications of Chilean Crisis

By HERBERT STEIN

Focus on the crisis and on the implications of its recent history and on the possible reactions of the Chilean coup situation. The panel was held at the University Museum in the Harrison Room, west of 14th Street. The panel consisted of members from the American Political Science Association, the University of Pennsylvania, and the University of California, Berkeley.

The绵 member of the panel, Dr. Alfredo Flores, professor of political science at the University of California, Berkeley, discussed the economic conditions in Chile and the role of the miners and truckers. He explained that the miners and truckers were important in the development of the economy in Chile and that the economic situation had worsened during the recent crisis.

Another member of the panel, Dr. Ramon Garcia-Castro, a professor of urban studies at the University of California, Berkeley, discussed the political situation in Chile. He explained that the political situation in Chile was characterized by a lack of democracy and political instability. He also mentioned that the political situation had been exacerbated by the recent coup.

Professor Ralph Moore, a professor of political science at the University of Pennsylvania, discussed the American policy in the Chilean affair. He explained that the American policy in the Chilean affair was characterized by a lack of clear goals and a tendency to interfere in the internal affairs of other countries.

Finally, Professor William Wells, a professor of political science at the University of California, Berkeley, discussed the role of the United States in the Chilean crisis. He explained that the United States had been involved in the Chilean crisis from the beginning and had provided military aid to the Chilean government.

Watergate Hearings to Investigate "Dirty Tricks" in Dem. Campaign

By LEE LEVINE

A group of University graduate students have announced plans to attempt to unionize teaching and research assistants as a local chapter of the American Federation of Teachers (AFT). The group has been led by David H. Segregi, a student in the economics department.

Segregi said that the group was formed in response to the demand for increased faculty salaries and working conditions. He explained that the group was formed to protect the rights of the teaching assistants and to ensure that they received fair treatment.

U. Teaching, Research Assistants Plan to Unionize for Higher Pay

A group of University graduate students has announced plans to attempt to unionize teaching and research assistants as a local chapter of the American Federation of Teachers (AFT). The group has been led by David H. Segregi, a student in the economics department.

Segregi said that the group was formed in response to the demand for increased faculty salaries and working conditions. He explained that the group was formed to protect the rights of the teaching assistants and to ensure that they received fair treatment.

The majority of American colleges and universities have over 60,000 employees, with 60 percent having teaching positions.

The survey, which replicated in part an earlier one done in 1968-69, surveyed 301 universities and two and four year colleges. It included 53,034 teaching faculty reported they were "not happy" with the results of the survey.

The results of the survey indicated that 70.4 percent believed that faculty were happy with their salaries and working conditions.

Study Typifies Professors As Middle-Aged, Religious

The majority of American college and university faculty members are over age 50, and consider themselves religious, with 60 percent belonging to mainline Protestant churches.

The survey also showed that 54 percent of the faculty members were Roman Catholic, and 44 percent were Protestant.

A majority of faculty enrolled many return taking place in academe, "A majority of faculty thought teaching effectiveness, not productivity, should be the primary basis for faculty promotion; a 60 percent believed that faculty promotion should be based in part on teaching effectiveness; and 63 percent believed that scientists should be represented in any new faculty appointments, the report said.

The report also found that 91 percent of the teaching faculty reported they were over age 50, and 85 percent of the teaching faculty were over age 50.
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A majority of faculty enrolled many return taking place in academe, "A majority of faculty thought teaching effectiveness, not productivity, should be the primary basis for faculty promotion; a 60 percent believed that faculty promotion should be based in part on teaching effectiveness; and 63 percent believed that scientists should be represented in any new faculty appointments, the report said.

The report also found that 91 percent of the teaching faculty reported they were over age 50, and 85 percent of the teaching faculty were over age 50.
You are invited to a LIFETIME CHANGING EXPERIENCE
Study-encounter opportunities for the University City area commence October 7, 2:30 PM
WED 3d TONIGHT
SERVANT
Dirk Regardo
Sarah Miles
Int'l House. 7:00 And 10:00 p.m.
$1.00

Paul Newman
is
'THE HUSTLER'
Fine Arts 7:00 & 9:30 p.m.
Wed. Oct. 3

Christian Association
OPEN HOUSE
Today and Every Wednesday
4:00 pm till 5:30 pm
2nd floor lounge
36th & Locust
Refreshments Will be Served

FREE DELIVERY
OF FONZO's PIZZA
CALL GR 2-9930
48TH & CHESTNUT STREET

ONE DAY YOU MIGHT JUST BREAK DOWN AND BUY A VOLVO.
Volvo Stillman's Automotive Center
45 S. McDade Blvd., Glenside, Pa. 19038 L U 2-1771

JEWISH FREE UNIVERSITY
presents
INTERPRETATIONS OF SACRED TEXTS with
Dr. Jason Rosenblatt
Wednesdays
7 pm
202 S. 36th St.

For a free catalog call LO-8-6201
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45 S. McDade Blvd. Glenside, Pa. 19038 L U 2-1771

CAMPUS EVENTS

Penn's PIZZA is

ONE DAY YOU MIGHT JUST BREAK DOWN AND BUY A VOLVO.
Stillman's Automotive Center
45 S. McDade Blvd., Glenside, Pa. 19038 L U 2-1771

Classifieds

For Sale

WANTED: NIGHT SNOOZER. Must be white. Ages 2-4. Do not have to be house broken. 732-7921. Home in a few weeks.

WANTED: FREE STENOGRAPHER. Fulltime, secretary shorthand 10 wpm. Must be capable of telephoning, mailing and typing. 725-3-2255

WANTED: EXPERIENCED ACCOUNTS PAYABLE CLERK. Fulltime, 10-2:30. $150-200 weekly. Full benefits. 727-5877

WANTED: PERSON TO WORK IN A WORK SHOP. Handicapped children. Call 732-9647.


For Rent

APARTMENTS AVAILABLE. 830 S. 37th St. $255-265 per month. 727-3373

FRONT AMERICAN RANCH HOUSE. 3 bedrooms, 2 baths, 2-car garage. Too many amenities to mention. Call 732-6928

EXPERT INSTRUCTION: 10 years experience. Pigeon, Archery, and Recreation. Will travel. 725-7360

SPORTS COPY EDITOR wanted for the University newspaper. Must be available to work nights and weekends. Send resumes to: PWSP Sponsored

NUTS TO YOU ALL
The
BULL n' BARREL
Wednesday Night

WOMEN'S SELF-DEFENSE SERIES
3rd Presentation Film and Discussion
ALL WOMEN WELCOME

(Classifieds)
American Graffiti is a magnificent film filled with home observations, very funny sequences and an abundance of appealing performances. For all it achieves and for its incalculable future value, it is a movie that would never have existed without infusing either in pursuit of some grand social statement, it is a film of realized brilliancy.

The entire action of the film takes place on the last night of summer in a small California town. A few days before for college the next morning, it is the last week of civilization and the Valley's top car racer, tells them while the night is young. Steve and Curt spend a long night riding, to cut their schools. They are all director George Lucas had to present his ex-partner. Since it was completed and released overproduction (Garfunkel's first solo opus more favorably with his work. All except the last are themes that comprised growing up at the end of the era of primitive man as being less cruel; ironically, yet understandably. Eiseley sees deserts. However, the appearance of any Horowitz album should partially redress the mistakes and yields its special magic slowly. is an almost palpable fire in this piece which returned to the acoustic piano. However, the composer he is interpreting. In the pieces of Horowitz, there is that, in his work, is a deeper appreciation of nature and, as such, many inexplicable phenomena become exceedingly important. Occasional, once has the kind of trip that makes us think of our own existence and questions the very real mind. It is funny and then rather than when it is as afterwards that the silence lingers on eleven years later.

To be sure, there are standar...
Office of the Dean of Students, not the Activities Council and the Pennsylvania Players have been "merged to accommodate these groups. In all cases, the Center has been able to accommodate these groups.

In my opinion, the Penn Players' intimate and imaginative presentation of their work is impressive. The Players have received an enthusiastic response from the audience and have received much publicity in the national press. The Players' current production, "The Mousetrap" has been reviewed in many national magazines and newspapers. The Players' success is due to their dedication to the performing arts and their ability to create a superior product.

The Players feel that the size of the Prince Annenberg Center complex, should be made available to the Players for their consideration as part of this agreement. However, after reviewing the play and discussing its production with Ms. Clement, the Board turned down the proposal.

In response to Ms. Clement's last statement, "I therefore advocate a student council of the Annenberg Center complex", I think this would be the best arrangement for the students who would participate. Where else in the country are the Pennsylvania Players invited to perform in a theater today, and on this very day, the Pennsylvania Players are performing in the center of the city.

I have been writing to newspapers and national magazines about this excellent performing arts company. I am proud to have been associated with the Pennsylvania Players and to have provided them with a venue for their performance. Thank you for your time and attention to this matter.
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Senate Passes Aid Bill
WASHINGTON (UPI)—The Senate approved a $2 billion foreign aid bill Monday, smallest since the size of aid was cut to a tiny fraction of past sums. The impact of the bill on the economies of the developing nations was expected to be small.

Written into the bill during two days of occasionally spirited debate were provisions barring aid to Chile and banning future use of U.S. aid to pay for potato and other goods from the Soviet Union.

The measure, smallest aid bill in 10 years since Congress adopted the plan of Secretary of State Henry A. Kissinger to fund rebuilding a war-damaged Europe, was approved 74 to 12.

It now must be reconciled with a House version containing $1.6 billion for economic aid and $1.1 billion for military assistance. The Senate wants a bill from the Administration request, and the separation of economic and military aid.

The main difference between the two measures related to previous decisions by the Administration to set aside, or not hand over, $200 million from the Administration request, and the separation of economic and military assistance. The Senate wants military aid handled separately.

Health Insurance Bill
Introduced in Senate
WASHINGTON (UPI)—Sen. Russell B. Long, D-La., and Alexander H. Mitchell, D-Ill., have introduced a bill to make it possible for families to suffer a serious illness or injury without losing the right to their private insurance or without suffering a reduction in the benefits of Medicare.

The measure, smallest aid bill in 10 years since Congress adopted the plan of Secretary of State Henry A. Kissinger to fund rebuilding a war-damaged Europe, was approved 74 to 12.

It now must be reconciled with a House version containing $1.6 billion for economic aid and $1.1 billion for military assistance.

The main difference between the two measures related to previous decisions by the Administration to set aside, or not hand over, $200 million from the Administration request, and the separation of economic and military assistance. The Senate wants military aid handled separately.

Higher Education Bill
WASHINGTON (UPI)—John A. I.love, the President's top assistant for higher education, has been named chief of a new federal agency to work with colleges and universities to improve educational standards.

Ilove, who will administer the program, said the proposal was expected to generate a greater supply of skilled workers.

This program will in no way substitute for the existing program of education and training, Ilove said.
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**Soccer 11 Mired by Sticky Components' varsity these cases, by scouting the opposition's tactics.**

*The Rutgers Defense in 2-0 Win*

In their perfunctory fashion, the Rutgers football team is struggling to make a name for itself in the Big Ten. With the conference's defense ranking among the nation's best, the Scarlet Knights have been unable to capitalize on their strong ground game. The team's inability to convert opportunities in the red zone has rendered them ineffective in the final quarter of games, where they have typically allowed their opponents to score.

*Stanczyk Prepares Freshman Grid Squad for Upcoming Fall Schedule*

Rutgers' head coach, Bob Stanczyk, has been busy preparing for the upcoming season. With a talented group of young players, Stanczyk is looking to build a strong foundation for the future. The team's success will depend on how well the freshmen integrate into the starting lineup. The Rutgers coaching staff is working hard to give these young players the best possible start to their college careers.

*For Brown, to Lose Was to Win*

Despite losing to Penn in the historic game, Brown's football team is still on the rise. The team's performance was a testament to their拼力努力 and commitment to the game. With a strong defense and a resilient attitude, Brown is sure to make a name for themselves in the future.

**L.F.E.C. Events (Oct.-3) 9**

** verifier.cs**

**L.E.F.C. Events (Oct.-3) 9**

- October 7
  - Pre-Law Week: The Visits
    - 9:00 A.M.
  - Open House
    - 9:00 A.M.
- October 8
  - Women's Weekend: Good Time for Women
    - 9:00 A.M.
  - Open House
    - 9:00 A.M.
- October 9
  - Women's Weekend: Good Time for Women
    - 9:00 A.M.
  - Open House
    - 9:00 A.M.
- October 10
  - Women's Weekend: Good Time for Women
    - 9:00 A.M.
  - Open House
    - 9:00 A.M.
- October 11
  - Women's Weekend: Good Time for Women
    - 9:00 A.M.
  - Open House
    - 9:00 A.M.
- October 12
  - Women's Weekend: Good Time for Women
    - 9:00 A.M.
  - Open House
    - 9:00 A.M.
- October 13
  - Women's Weekend: Good Time for Women
    - 9:00 A.M.
  - Open House
    - 9:00 A.M.
- October 14
  - Women's Weekend: Good Time for Women
    - 9:00 A.M.
  - Open House
    - 9:00 A.M.
- October 15
  - Women's Weekend: Good Time for Women
    - 9:00 A.M.
  - Open House
    - 9:00 A.M.
- October 16
  - Women's Weekend: Good Time for Women
    - 9:00 A.M.
  - Open House
    - 9:00 A.M.
- October 17
  - Women's Weekend: Good Time for Women
    - 9:00 A.M.
  - Open House
    - 9:00 A.M.
- October 18
  - Women's Weekend: Good Time for Women
    - 9:00 A.M.
  - Open House
    - 9:00 A.M.
- October 19
  - Women's Weekend: Good Time for Women
    - 9:00 A.M.
  - Open House
    - 9:00 A.M.
- October 20
  - Women's Weekend: Good Time for Women
    - 9:00 A.M.
  - Open House
    - 9:00 A.M.
- October 21
  - Women's Weekend: Good Time for Women
    - 9:00 A.M.
  - Open House
    - 9:00 A.M.
- October 22
  - Women's Weekend: Good Time for Women
    - 9:00 A.M.
  - Open House
    - 9:00 A.M.
- October 23
  - Women's Weekend: Good Time for Women
    - 9:00 A.M.
  - Open House
    - 9:00 A.M.
- October 24
  - Women's Weekend: Good Time for Women
    - 9:00 A.M.
  - Open House
    - 9:00 A.M.
- October 25
  - Women's Weekend: Good Time for Women
    - 9:00 A.M.
  - Open House
    - 9:00 A.M.
- October 26
  - Women's Weekend: Good Time for Women
    - 9:00 A.M.
  - Open House
    - 9:00 A.M.
- October 27
  - Women's Weekend: Good Time for Women
    - 9:00 A.M.
  - Open House
    - 9:00 A.M.
- October 28
  - Women's Weekend: Good Time for Women
    - 9:00 A.M.
  - Open House
    - 9:00 A.M.
- October 29
  - Women's Weekend: Good Time for Women
    - 9:00 A.M.
  - Open House
    - 9:00 A.M.
- October 30
  - Women's Weekend: Good Time for Women
    - 9:00 A.M.
  - Open House
    - 9:00 A.M.
- October 31
  - Women's Weekend: Good Time for Women
    - 9:00 A.M.
  - Open House
    - 9:00 A.M.